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Abstract:  Global technological advancement in the field of Internet-of-Things (IoT) has made the connectivity ubiquitous. The IoT is 

so powerful that it is expanding its application to every field and thus it is predicted to connect one to three trillion devices by the end 

of 2025. Connected vehicle is now an emerging trend in automobile sector. A major feature of this connected vehicle technology is 

the capability to upgrade the in-vehicle embedded devices through firmware updates over the air (FOTA). The security of these 

firmware updates is very crucial because the firmware flashed onto the in-vehicle devices control various operations of the vehicle. In 

this regard several protocols are developed. These security layer protocols protect the binary image of the firmware only during 

transmission from trusted portal to end device. However, there exists a possibility that attackers can modify the downloaded binary 

before installation. Therefore, there is a need for secure FOTA object. In IoT context, privacy and security are the major concerns 

when large scale deployments are considered. Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) has set standards for FOTA. This paper presents a 

review of such existing standard protocols and schemes for FOTA. The short comings in existing techniques are identified and the 

issues are addressed.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

IoT has set stage for smart global advancement and connectivity is ubiquitous. Things present in our everyday life, 

ranging from smart TVs to garden equipment and electronic toys to vehicles, are now getting connected through Internet. 

Millions of devices with sensing, actuating and controlling capabilities are now connected to Internet. In such atmosphere, 

automobile industry is also advancing technically by incorporating intense knowledge in the field of diagnosing 

automobile systems with the amazing potential of connectivity. IoT enables the vehicles to connect to the network, 

communicate and interact with each other and with the infrastructure. Today, a typical in-vehicle network will have more 

than 50 embedded devices called as Electronic Control Units (ECUs). As technology advances with time, the software 

updating of these embedded devices is necessary. This upgradation process helps to enhance the existing features or to fix 

any bugs found in the ECUs. To carry out this firmware update, vehicle manufacturers are following a mechanism known 

as firmware update over the air (FOTA). FOTA update has become an integral part of IoT. Communication protocols 

based on IP are used in establishing the communication between device management server and clients. IoT based device 

management platforms perform deployments on heterogeneous target devices. This is so because of the ever-changing 

requirements and updates of existing features. Therefore, FOTA has a huge scope in managing large scale IoT devices.  

  

Though FOTA is widely adopted in latest electronic gadgets such as smart phones, tablets and other connected devices, 

there is no standard procedure or approach with the existing schemes. Device manufacturers have designed and developed 

their own proprietary mechanisms to carry out FOTA update. As the number of constrained edge devices such as vehicle 

ECUs, embedded devices and machine to machine devices getting connected through IoT is going to rise exponentially in 

future, there extremely exists a need for software and device management. Existing mechanisms suffer from restricted 

bandwidth to deploy updates and distribute latest software/firmware modules, insufficient memory resources and 

insufficient RAM to store FOTA packages and execute FOTA updates. The update process is expensive, prone to errors 

and is time consuming. Therefore, devices with such limitations will not be able to optimally update themselves with 

security [9].   

  

Device manufacturers are in a potent need of a well-defined structure and standard approach. They are commonly 

referred as Objects in IoT context. Though several objects are suggested by Internet Protocols for Smart Objects (IPSO) 

[10], standardized models of FOTA still do not exist. Hence, it is proposed in this paper that there is a huge scope in 

enhancing the security of FOTA objects by incorporating standardized security protocols and object-oriented notations 

such as Java Script Object Notation.  

  

The remainder of the paper is organized into four sections. Section 2 describes about FOTA, FOTA PUSH and PULL 

mechanisms, the existing protocols and strategies prevailing in the area of security such as CoAP, in addition OMA-DM 

and LWM2M DM are also discussed. Section 3 discusses about identification of shortcomings in the existing methods. 

Section 4 discusses about the possible solutions to the identified problems and scope for research. Section 5 concludes the 

paper. 
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II. STUDY OF EXISTING FOTA SYSTEMS 

The firmware update over the air also known as FOTA, is now an emerging trend in automobile sector. It enables the 

vehicle manufacturers to rollout software/ firmware updates which will be used to upgrade the existing features and 

services or fix the discovered bugs in a location independent manner. Most of the existing systems for performing FOTA 

are fragmented and some of them use unique proprietary solutions which are not compatible, which others and are not 

inter-operable. There exists a Device Management server, which consists of all the data related to target devices to 

perform new firmware update. The device management server launches FOTA process using either PUSH or PULL 

schemes. 

 

FOTA PUSH technique is suitable for constrained edge limited resource devices with restricted protocol support. A 

typical PUSH method used in FOTA is as shown in Figure 1. It includes the following steps. 

 The new firmware is sent in the form of packets of binary image through a secure transport layer using the device 

management server. The protocol can be CoAP [11]. 

 The device management client receives, verifies and saves the firmware image. 

 Once the last packet of the binary is downloaded successfully, device management client indicates to the server 

that the download is finished successfully, or if there was an error that will be reported. 

 If the device management server does not receive any acknowledgement from the client then it sends an update 

request and waits for the response. 

 The device management client flashes the binary image of new firmware and acknowledges to server either a 

successful update or error. 

 Any error during download or flashing will lead to re-starting the above process. 
 

    FOTA PULL technique is suitable for devices like gateways with enormous protocol stack, sophisticated logical 

management support and devices which are powered and connected to internet always. A typical PUSH method used in 

FOTA is as shown in Figure 2. It includes the following steps. 

 The device management server gives a URL of the new firmware update to the device management client and it 

waits for the completion of download. Device management client acknowledges the server.  

 The device management client begins to download of the firmware using other methods like HTTP GET request.   

 After a successful download or after a failure of download, the device management client will notify the device 

management server. 

 If the device management server does not receive any acknowledgement from the client then it sends an update 

request and waits for the response. 

 The device management client flashes the binary image of new firmware and acknowledges to server either a 

successful update or error. 

 Any error during download or flashing will lead to re-starting the above process 

 

The downside of the omnipresent Internet Protocol is security. Numerous algorithms are there in cryptography to 

secure the data. [1] AES and IDEA are a few such algorithms to mention. Integrating cryptography with IoT has a lot of 

scope [2]. The connected devices possess low computational strength and limited memory, therefore there is a need to 

optimize the existing schemes to implement secure firmware update [3],[4],[5]. An end-to-end secure data transfer 

strategy is very important to protect and device and data and thereby assuring CIA to the user [4]. The most important 

elements of security are confidentiality, integrity and availability. CIA can be used for IoT applications. It has evolved 

over time and now include privacy and authenticity.  Data objects need additional security in IoT along with application 

layer security. IP security, DTLS are of the prevailing schemes and in some cases cannot provide complete security [6]. 

Channel based security protocols fail to secure the messages from intermediaries. The FOTA update binary image packets 

have specific target devices. 
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Fig. 1.  PUSH mechanism in a typical FOTA process [12]  

 

 
Fig. 2.  PULL mechanism in a typical FOTA process [12] 

 

After the update package is designed and developed, the software module will be transmitted to the target device. 

This will be done using communication protocol. The device management system takes care of firmware/software 

repository management, monitoring target devices, and manages the FOTA update tasks. Open Mobile Alliance – Device 

Management (OMA-DM) is a device management protocol. It is used for device management of standard interfaces, 

mobile devices and interoperability of devices with different protocols. It is used for device management system to 

communicate with OMA-DM client. Firmware update management is defined by OMA-DM [7]. It offers a high-end 

interface between client and server to make the process of FOTA update smooth by offering schemes for download, 

install and status update. It offers FOTA PUSH and PULL schemes. Device provisioning is available. The target device 

can perform alternate download. Whereas, the standardized process for FOTA update, download and installation schemes, 

software package design and definition, error handling, pause and resume status, data recovery etc., are not well-defined. 
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Fig. 3.  CIA Triad diagram (Image Source: https://www.ansible.com/blog/an-introduction-to-windows-security-with-ansible) 
 

 
      Lightweight Machine to Machine Device Management (LWM2M DM), is developed for supporting constrained edge 

IoT devices and it is appropriate for end-to-end solutions. It is same as standard OMA-DM unlike this has lightweight 

interfaces. Client-server interfaces are defined under IEFT open standards, such as CoAP and TLS which are connected to 

SMS and UDP. Whereas, LWM2M DM offers a high-level interface between client and server. It offers rich interface for 

FOTA download, update, action status and reporting. The FOTA package is provided through PUSH technique and 

location is provided through PULL technique. The packages can be downloaded by target devices in alternate 

mechanisms. In addition, LW-OMA does not support a well-designed structure. In addition to the channel bindings, the 

LWM2M uses DTLS to achieve data security and integrity, authenticity and confidentiality [8]. This protocol offers three 

various credentials. Certificates, Raw public keys and Pre-shared secret keys are those three types.  

   Thus, from the study of existing schemes in this field, it can be noted that there is a requirement for a secure FOTA 

object. Moreover, platform independent and protocol independent meta data in hashed format helps in resuming a paused 

FOTA update to deliver the objects with security. 

 

III. IDENTIFICATION OF LIMITATIONS IN EXISTING SCHEMES 

The following action steps are carried out in sequence while executing a typical FOTA update. 

 New firmware is designed and developed to perform functional upgrade of system/device. 

 The software bundle which has to be transmitted over-the-air by the device management server, is converted into 

appropriate binary image and its meta data is tagged. 

 The binary image of the firmware (including meta data) is fragmented into packets of data called "chunks" and 

then these chunks are transferred over-the-air to the target devices. Here, the data is protected only by application 

layer security protocol such as CoAP. 

 In the client end, received chunks are rearranged and integrity is verified. 

  After passing the integrity verification, new firmware if flashed on to the target device in the client end. 

Upon studying current literature about the existing FOTA mechanisms, the following limitations were noticed: 

  There is no option for partial update of firmware image on a target device. 

  If connectivity is lost during the FOTA update process due to network interruption or power failure in target 

device, then there is no provision for resuming the FOTA update process from the point of interruption. 

 Existing systems do not possess security isolation; thus, one error can crash the entire system/ device. 

  The ECUs are in untrusted environment and the main challenges noticed here are how the ECUs will verify and 

validate the integrity of the downloaded firmware image followed by flashing. 

   The common methods followed to address the first two issues is resending the entire firmware image or repeated 

restarting of the update process over the air. By adopting these repetitive mechanisms, the time duration to successfully 

complete the firmware update will extend, although there was only a need for resending partial chunk of binary image. 

Such extended update durations will cause ill-effects on the target device, the device may consume more energy due to 

longer active state of radio and this in-turn degrades its performance with respect to battery usage. Long battery life is one 

of the prominent features of IoT devices [10]. 

   Similar to majority of the data traffic on the Internet, FOTA is also not fully secured. Attack on IoT devices is a potent 

threat. There are no universal standards for FOTA containers and meta data formats. As there are no standard models for 

integrity verification in end device, there are chances of attackers tampering the FOTA update process by introducing 
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malicious firmware along with the downloaded image. After flashing this malicious code, the attacker can execute 

arbitrary actions and virtually control the end device. Therefore, there is a need for trusted computation within the end 

device. 

 

IV. SCOPE FOR RESEARCH 

There is need for research in the area of developing a secure object which can overcome the drawbacks of huge packet loss due 

network interruption, which in-turn extends update time. Extensive work is required in the field of standardizing the FOTA procedure. 

This helps to avoid the repeated restarting of FOTA procedure for constrained edge IoT devices. Thus, the task can resume from the 

point of interruption, which in-turn reduces time and consumes less energy.    

 

Research can be done in the direction of developing a trusted and self-verifying computing base can be designed within the ECUs to 

verify and validate the integrity of the downloaded binary image. Mechanisms to perform runtime verification of system functionality. 

To enhance the reliability of the in-vehicle ECUs, virtualization techniques can be incorporated to support a control system, that can 

check the installation. Local verification within the ECU for newly flashed memory can be developed. Research can be extended to 

develop recovery actions in case of unsuccessful FOTA updates. Rollback strategy is a solution to this issue. 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

    According to the current literature, most of the existing schemes for FOTA update lack with a standardized format or 

structure. This has led to less secure and unoptimized procedures. In most of the cases, there is no provision for delta 

update of firmware and the FOTA task fail to resume from the point of interruption. And the existing solutions to these 

issues are retransmission of entire image and repeated restarting of the update procedure.  Instead, research can be carried 

out to develop a standard secure FOTA framework, which can offer partial update of firmware image and resuming a 

paused/ abruptly stopped FOTA task due to loss of connectivity. 

   It was also identified that there is a need to secure the end device itself. FOTA protocols have only IP-based application 

layer security. Whereas, after the image is downloaded there is no guarantee about the integrity and credibility of the 

downloaded firmware image, as there are chances of attackers introducing malicious firmware chunks into the ECU itself. 

Therefore, an extensive research is required in the field of developing a trusted integrity verification and memory 

verification systems within the ECU itself. Thus, the connected vehicle manufacturers are enabled to verify whether the 

firmware is securely downloaded and also verify whether correct firmware image is flashed onto the end device. 
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